Supertree methods assemble many smaller phylogenetic trees, called input trees, into a larger phylogenetic tree, a supertree, whose taxon set is the union of the taxon sets of the input trees. This synthesis can provide a highlevel perspective that is harder to attain from individual trees. A recent example of the use of this approach is the species-level phylogeny of nearly all extant Mammalia constructed by Bininda-Emonds et al. (2007) from over 2500 partial estimates. Several of the known supertree methods are reviewed in the book edited by BinindaEmonds (2004) .
The consensus tree problem can be viewed as the special case of the supertree problem where the input trees have identical leaf sets. Several consensus methods have been designed; a good survey of these methods, their properties, and their interrelationships is given by Bryant (2003) . One particularly important and widely used method is the majority-rule consensus tree (Margush and McMorris 1981; Barthélemy and McMorris 1986) , which is the tree that contains the splits displayed by the majority of the input trees. Not only does this tree always exist, but it is also unique, can be efficiently constructed, and has the property of being a median tree relative to the Robinson-Foulds distance (Robinson and Foulds 1981) (also known as the symmetric-difference distance). That is, the majorityrule consensus tree is a tree whose total RobinsonFoulds distance to the input trees is minimum.
In light of the above, it is attractive to try to extend the majority-rule consensus method to the supertree setting, while (hopefully) retaining as many of its appealing qualities as possible. Cotton and Wilkinson (2007) defined 2 such extensions, which they called majority-rule (−) supertrees and majority-rule (+) supertrees (we give formal definitions of these supertree methods later). In their paper, they argue that these methods will, in general not produce trees that include unsupported groups or that are biased with respect to input tree shape.
Cotton and Wilkinson also posed 4 conjectures on some desired properties of their majority-rule supertrees. Informally, these properties state what information from the input trees, in the form of splits, is displayed by a majority-rule (−) or majority-rule (+) supertree. Here we answer all of Cotton and Wilkinson's conjectures, some in the affirmative and some in the negative. Indeed, we show that the 2 supertree methods differ in their specific properties, in that a conjecture may hold for one method, but its counterpart may not hold for the other. Furthermore, neither method satisfies all the desired properties.
In addition to their 4 conjectures, Cotton and Wilkinson raised the question of whether either of their methods is a generalization of majority-rule consensus. That is, whether, when applied in the consensus setting, either method produces the majority-rule consensus tree. We argue that majority-rule (−) supertrees generalize the majority-rule consensus tree method, but that majority-rule (+) supertrees do not.
Here we also study 2 new variants of majority-rule (+) supertrees. We show that both variants satisfy all of Cotton and Wilkinson's conjectures, and that one of them generalizes majority-rule consensus, but the other does not.
As noted by Cotton and Wilkinson (2007) , constructing majority-rule (−) or (+) supertrees may be computationally difficult. In particular, Cotton and Wilkinson observe that results by Bryant (1997, p. 40, 41) imply that an auxiliary problem that needs to be solved to compute majority-rule (−) trees [that of finding a median (−) supertree, which is defined below] is NP-hard. They also point out that constructing majority-rule (+) supertrees may require the enumeration of an exponential number of candidate trees (or, more precisely, exponentially many "representative selections," a term we define later). The 2 more recent variants of majority-rule (+) trees mentioned above seem to pose similar computational challenges. This paper is organized as follows. First, after reviewing some basic terminology, we define majority-rule (−) and (+) supertrees, as well as the newer variants of the latter, and introduce Cotton and Wilkinson's conjectures. This is followed by our main results, that is, our answers to the conjectures of Cotton and Wilkinson. These are stated as theorems, whose proofs are given in the Appendix. Finally, we discuss our results.
PRELIMINARIES

Basic Definitions and Notation
Our terminology largely follows Cotton and Wilkinson (2007) , Semple and Steel (2003) and Chapters 1 and 2 of Bryant (1997, p. 6-47) . A phylogenetic tree is a rooted or unrooted leaf-labeled tree. The leaf set of a phylogenetic tree T is denoted by L T . If T is unrooted, we require that there be no internal vertices of degree 2. If T is rooted, the same requirement must be satisfied, except that one distinguished internal vertex, called the root, can have degree 2.
A profile is a tuple-that is, an ordered list-of trees P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ). Each t i in P is called an input tree; for convenience, we write L i to denote the leaf set L t i . The union of the leaf sets of all trees in P is denoted by
Thus, for example, any plenary tree in P is also a supertree for P. However, a supertree for P is not required to be in P. We should note that the preceding definitions take a rather abstract view of supertrees. In reality, of course, a supertree must not simply be a tree containing all the taxa in P; it should be a reasonable phylogenetic tree as well. That is, it should reflect the relationships shown in the input trees.
Let T be a rooted or unrooted tree, and let A be a subset of L T . We write T(A) to denote the minimal subgraph of T that connects elements of A. The subtree of T induced by A, denoted by T|A, is the phylogenetic tree defined as follows. If T is unrooted, T|A is the tree that results from contracting every maximal path of degree-2 vertices in T(A) to a single edge between the 2 end points of the path. If T is rooted, T|A is obtained from T(A) in 2 steps. First, declare the root of T(A) to be the vertex of T(A) that is closest to the root of T. Second, for every maximal path of degree-2 vertices in T(A) that does not contain the root as an internal vertex, contract the path to a single edge between the 2 end points of the path.
Let T be a rooted or unrooted tree. A contraction of T is obtained by deleting an internal edge and identifying its end points. A tree T displays or extends another tree T if T can be obtained by contractions of an induced subtree of T. Note that the induced subtree from which T is obtained is a refinement of T . A set of trees are compatible if they can be displayed by a single tree.
A split is a bipartition of a set. We write A|B to denote the split whose parts are A and B. Split A|B is nontrivial if each of A and B has at least 2 elements; otherwise, it is trivial. Splits are generally used in the context of unrooted trees, where every tree edge defines a split, that is, each part is the leaf set of 1 of the 2 trees that result from removing the edge. It is convenient to view rooted trees as unrooted trees, where the root is a special leaf. Thus, in a split in a rooted tree, called a rooted split, one of the 2 parts must contain the root.
Let T 1 and T 2 be 2 phylogenetic trees over the same leaf set. The symmetric-difference distance-also known as Robinson-Foulds distance (Robinson and Foulds 1981 ) between T 1 and T 2 , denoted d(T 1 , T 2 ), is the number of splits that are in T 1 but not in T 2 plus the number of splits that are in T 2 but not in T 1 .
A split is full with respect to a tree T if it is a split for L T . A split is partial with respect to T if it is a split of a proper subset of L T . A split is plenary with respect to a profile P if it is a split of L P . Note that for consensus problems, there is no difference between full and plenary splits. A tree T displays a split A|B if T displays a tree T such that A|B is a full split of T . A set of splits is compatible if there is a tree T that displays them all. If a tree T displays a tree T and a set of splits S then T is compatible with S. A split A|B extends or entails another split C|D if A ⊇ C and B ⊇ D, or A ⊇ D and B ⊇ C.
The majority splits in a profile P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ) are the splits displayed by more than half (i.e., strictly more than k 2 ) of the input trees. A majority plenary split is a plenary split that is also a majority split. Similarly, a majority partial split is a partial split that is also a majority split. Observe that the existence of a majority plenary split A|B implies that more than half of the input trees in P are plenary (i.e., have L P as their leaf sets) and that A|B is a (plenary) split in these trees. The same need not be true if A|B is a majority partial split.
To close this section, we devote some attention to the consensus problem, which is the special case of the supertree problem where the profile P consists of trees that have the same leaf set. We define the strict consensus of P to be the tree that contains exactly the plenary splits present in every tree in the profile. The majority-rule consensus tree of P is the tree that displays all the majority plenary splits in P (Margush and McMorris 1981) . A median tree for profile P relative to the symmetric-difference distance is a tree T that is at minimum total distance to the trees in P. That is, T minimizes
As mentioned earlier, the majority-rule consensus tree for P is a median tree for P relative to the symmetric-difference distance (Margush and McMorris 1981; Barthélemy and McMorris 1986) . Although the majority-rule consensus tree is not necessarily the unique median tree, it can be shown that it is the strict consensus of the median trees. Cotton and Wilkinson (2007) proposed 2 different extensions of majority-rule consensus to the supertree setting. These methods, which are described below, are based on 2 distinct adaptations of the symmetricdifference distance.
Majority-Rule Supertrees
The first variant is the majority-rule (−) supertree. Define a median (−) supertree for a profile P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ) to be a supertree T for P that minimizes the sum of VOL. 58 the symmetric-difference distances between each input tree and the appropriate induced supertree. Formally, define the distance from a supertree T to a profile P as dist(T,
, where, as before, d is the symmetric-difference distance. Then, T is a median (−) supertree for P if it minimizes dist(T, P) over all supertrees for P. The majority-rule (−) supertree is defined as the strict consensus of the median (−) supertrees.
The second variant is the majority-rule (+) supertree. The idea here is to graft missing leaves onto each of the input trees in a profile P and resolve any polytomies in each tree so as to convert them into binary trees with leaf set L P . The binary supertree span of an input tree t, denoted by t , is the set of binary trees on L P that display t. Any tree in t is an expanded tree for t. A representative selection for a profile
where T ranges over all trees with leaf set L P and d denotes the symmetricdifference distance. The candidate supertree associated with R, denoted by T R , is the majority-rule consensus tree for R = (T 1 , . . . , T k ). Thus, s(R) is achieved when T = T R . An optimal candidate supertree is the candidate supertree T R of any representative selection R=(T 1 , . . . , T k ) for P that has the smallest possible median score s(R). The majority-rule (+) supertree of profile P is the strict consensus of all the optimal candidate supertrees.
We also consider 2 subvariants of majority-rule (+) supertrees, which differ from the original in the way the span of an input tree t is defined:
• The graft-only supertree span of t, denoted by t g , is the set of all supertrees T such that T|L t , the subtree of T induced by leaf set of t, is exactly t. Thus, each tree in t g is obtained from t by grafting missing taxa (i.e., taxa in L P but not in L t ) in some arbitrary way into t.
Note that the definition of t g prohibits refinement of any original polytomies in t.
• The graft/refine supertree span of t, denoted t s , is the set of all supertrees T on L P that display t. Thus, each tree in t s is obtained from t by grafting missing taxa, in some arbitrary way, into t, as well as by refining the original polytomies in t in some arbitrary way.
The difference between t s and t is that the latter only includes binary trees. Thus, t ⊆ t s . Also, because grafting and refinement are more general operations than just grafting, we have t g ⊆ t s . Finally, note that t may contain trees not in t g and vice versa.
For each of the 2 alternative definitions of the span, we define a corresponding variant of majority-rule (+) supertrees, by simply using that definition of span instead of the original one. Thus, the majority-rule (+) s supertree of a profile P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ) is defined as follows. A representative selection for P is a k-tuple R = (T 1 , . . . , T k ), where T i ∈ t i s for i = 1, . . . , k. The candidate supertree associated with R is the majority-rule consensus tree for R. An optimal candidate supertree is a candidate supertree with smallest possible median score. The majority-rule (+) s supertree is the strict consensus of all the optimal candidate supertrees. Majority-rule (+) g supertrees are defined analogously. Cotton and Wilkinson (2007) stated 4 conjectures regarding majority-rule (−) and majority-rule (+) supertrees. The same conjectures can be extended to majority-rule (+) s and majority-rule (+) g supertrees. The extended version of Cotton and Wilkinson's conjectures is as follows. Let T * be a majority-rule (−), majority-rule (+), majority-rule (+) s , or a majority-rule (+) g supertree for a profile P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ).
Cotton and Wilkinson's Conjectures
(CW1) All majority plenary splits in P are in T * . (CW2) T * is compatible with each majority partial split in P.
(CW3) All splits in T * are compatible with a majority of the trees in P. (CW4) Every plenary split in T * entails at least 1 input tree full split.
RESULTS
Our first set of results are the answers to conjectures CW1-CW4. We state these as theorems; their proofs are given in the Appendix. Theorem 1. (Answer to Conjecture CW1) Let T * be a majority-rule (−), a majority-rule (+), a majorityrule (+) g , or a majority-rule (+) s supertree for a profile P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ). Then, all majority plenary splits in P are in T * .
Theorem 2. (Answer to Conjecture CW2) Let P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ) be a profile. Then, the majority-rule (+), majority-rule (+) g , and majority-rule (+) s supertrees for P are compatible with each majority partial split in P. However, the majority-rule (−) supertree for P is not necessarily compatible with each majority partial split in P.
Theorem 3. (Answer to Conjecture CW3) Let P = (t 1 , . . . , t k ) be a profile. Then, all splits in the majorityrule (+), majority-rule (+) g , and majority-rule (+) s supertrees for P are compatible with a majority of the trees in P. However, the majority-rule (−) supertree for P may contain splits that are incompatible with a majority of the trees in P.
Theorem 4. (Answer to Conjecture CW4) Every plenary split in the majority-rule (−), majority-rule (+) g , and majority-rule (+) s supertrees entails at least 1 input tree full split. However, a plenary split in the majorityrule (+) supertree does not necessarily entail any input tree full split.
We now turn to another question raised by Cotton and Wilkinson. A supertree method is a generalization of a particular consensus method if both methods handle consensus problems identically. The question is which, if any, of the supertree methods discussed here generalizes majority-rule consensus. It is not hard to see that majority-rule (−) supertrees generalize majorityrule consensus trees. For the remaining supertree methods, we have the following results:
• Neither majority-rule (+) supertrees nor majority-rule (+) s supertrees generalize majority-rule consensus trees, as shown by the example in Figure 1 . Figure 1a shows the input trees. Figure 1b shows the unique optimal representative selection for both the (+) and (+) s cases; its median score is 0. The majority-rule (+) supertree is thus the same as the majority-rule (+) s supertree, t 2 . On the other hand, the majority-rule consensus tree is tree t 1 .
• Majority-rule (+) g supertrees are a generalization of majority-rule consensus: Because no refinement is allowed, when all the input trees are on the same leaf set, the representative selection consists of exactly the input trees. Hence, the only optimal candidate tree is the majority-rule consensus tree of the input trees. Thus, the majority-rule (+) g supertree in this case is the majority-rule consensus. (2007) regarding their supertree methods. We have also resolved the same conjectures with regard to 2 variants of their majority-rule (+) supertrees. Additionally, we have determined which supertree methods generalize majority-rule consensus and which do not. For ease of reference, our results are summarized in Table 1 . We close with some remarks.
DISCUSSION We have answered all 4 conjectures posed by Cotton and Wilkinson
As one would expect, our results are highly sensitive to the definitions. For example, in the statement of Theorem 1, the notion of a majority plenary split is defined with respect to all input trees-that is, a majority plenary split is one that is in more than half of all the input trees. Thus, the existence of such a split requires that more than half of the input trees be plenary. Alternatively, we could have defined a majority plenary split as one that is present in over half of the plenary input trees, but not necessarily in more than half of all input trees. Theorem 1 does not hold under this less stringent definition, as the counterexample in Figure 2 shows. In that figure, there are 5 input trees, 3 of which are plenary trees. Under the alternative definition of majority, split ab|rcd would be a majority plenary split, because it appears in 2 of 3 of the plenary trees. However, ab|rcd is in neither the majority-rule (−) nor the majority-rule (+) supertrees, which in this case happen to coincide (the trees were found by exhaustive enumeration).
Recently Steel and Rodrigo (2008) proposed a maximum likelihood (ML) supertree method. In their paper, they pointed out that the majority-rule (−) supertree is the strict consensus of the ML supertrees. Our results thus imply that the strict consensus of the ML supertrees does not satisfy properties CW2 and CW3. Cotton and Wilkinson (2007) remark that they would expect majority-rule (−) supertrees to be sensitive to input tree size. This is because larger trees have more splits and a greater potential contribution to the total distance. Thus, median (−) supertrees may tend to look similar to the larger trees. The example in Figure 3 confirms this expectation. Here, the larger tree, t 1 , can be shown to be the median (−) supertree as well as the majority-rule (−) supertree (see Appendix). This is despite the fact that t 1 contains split abc|wxyzrd, which is incompatible with the majority partial split ad|rb.
It is interesting to note that the reason why majorityrule (+) and (+) s do not generalize majority-rule consensus, but majority-rule (+) g supertrees do, lies in a common feature of the definitions of span for the first 2 methods. Indeed, let t and t be 2 trees over the same 
Notes: Each conjecture is marked as proved (Y) or disproved (N). The last row indicates whether or not each method generalizes majorityrule consensus.
VOL. 58 taxon set. Then there may exist a tree T ∈ t and a tree T ∈ t such that T and T share a split that is not shared by t and t -this is effectively what happens in the example of Figure 5 . A similar observation holds for t s and t s , whereas this is not true for t g and t g . The key difference, from the point of view of generalization, between majority-rule (+) g supertrees and both majority-rule (+) and (+) s supertrees is that the graftonly span of a tree does not contain any refinements of the tree. FUNDING This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (DEB-0334832 and DEB-0829674). Lemma 1. (Characterization of the plenary splits in median (−) supertrees). Let P=(t 1 , . . . , t k ) be a profile. Then, every median (−) supertree for P displays all the majority plenary splits in P.
Proof. Let T be a median (−) supertree for P. We first show the following.
Claim. Let A|B be any plenary split in T and C|D be any majority plenary split in P. Then, there is at least 1 tree in P that displays both A|B and C|D.
We prove the claim by contradiction. Suppose that A|B in T is not displayed by any of the plenary input trees that display C|D. Observe that the median (−) tree T must have an edge e whose removal splits T into a subtree with leaf set A and a subtree with leaf set B. Let T be the tree that results from contracting edge e in T. Then, dist(T , P) < dist(T, P), as a result of 2 things. First, T contains exactly the same plenary splits as T, with the exception of A|B. Second, because C|D is a majority plenary split, the number of plenary trees in P that do not display A|B is strictly greater than the sum of (1) the number of plenary trees in P that display A|B plus (2) the number of nonplenary trees in P that display some full split A |B entailed by A|B. Thus, T is not a median (−) supertree, a contradiction.
We are now ready to prove the lemma. Assume on the contrary that there is a median (−) supertree T that does not display all of the majority plenary splits. First, note that any 2 majority plenary splits in P must be compatible because they must appear together in 1 input tree. Also, any 2 splits from T are obviously compatible because they are in the same tree. By the above claim, any plenary split in T is compatible with any majority plenary split in P because they appear together in some input tree. By the Splits Equivalence Theorem (Buneman 1971; Semple and Steel 2003, p. 44) , there is a unique tree T that displays all of the splits in T, together with all of the majority splits in P. We claim that dist(T , P) < dist(T, P). The reason is that T includes more majority plenary splits than T, and each additional such split included reduces the total distance. This contradicts the assumption that T is a median (−) supertree.
By Lemma 1, each median (−) supertree contains all the majority plenary splits. As the strict consensus of median (−) supertrees, the majority-rule (−) supertree contains all the majority plenary splits as well.
Majority-rule (+), majority-rule (+) g , and majority-rule (+) s supertrees.-Suppose t is a plenary input tree that displays a majority plenary split A|B. Then, A|B is displayed by every tree in t , t g , and t s . Thus, regardless of how the input trees are expanded, the majority plenary splits are always in more than half of the trees in any representative selection. It follows that they are in every optimal candidate tree and in their strict consensus; that is, in the majority-rule (+), (+) g , or (+) s supertree.
Proof of Theorem 2 (Answer to Conjecture CW2) Majority-rule (−) supertrees.- Figure 3 shows an example of a profile P = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) whose majority-rule (−) tree is incompatible with a majority partial split. The partial split ad|rb in t 2 and t 3 is a majority partial split. We now argue that t 1 is the unique median (−) supertree for P; therefore, t 1 is also the majority-rule (−) supertree. Because t 1 contains a partial split ab|rd that is incompatible with ad|rb, this example shows that conjecture CW2 is false for majority-rule (−) supertrees.
Note that d(t 1 |L 1 , t 1 )=0, and that d(t 1 |L 2 , t 2 )=d(t 1 |L 3 , t 3 )= 2. Hence, dist(t 1 , P) = 4. We now show that for any other plenary tree T different from t 1 , dist(t 1 , P) 5. There are 3 cases. Case 1: T|L 2 displays acd|rb. Then, T conflicts with all 5 splits in t 1 , that is, abc|wxyzrd, abcw|xyzrd, abcwx|yzrd, abcwxy|zrd, and abcwxyz|rd because all these 5 splits entail abc|rd, which is incompatible with acd|rb. Hence, dist(T, P) ≥ d(T, t 1 ) ≥ 6. Case 2: T|L 2 displays at least 1 nontrivial split, but does not display acd|rb. Then, dist(T, P) ≥ 5 because the distance from T to t 2 and t 3 combined is at least 4 and the distance from T to t 1 is at least 1 because the 2 trees are different.
Case 3: T|L 2 displays only trivial splits. Then, T cannot contain any of the 5 splits of t 1 as none of them is trivial when restricted to L 2 ; hence,
Because in all 3 cases, dist(T, P) ≥ 5 > dist(t 1 , P), t 1 is the only median (−) supertree and, therefore, it is also the majority-rule (−) supertree.
Majority-rule (+), majority-rule (+) g , and majority-rule (+) s supertrees.-For concreteness, we consider only majority-rule (+) trees; the other 2 cases can be handled similarly.
We first prove that any optimal candidate tree T is compatible with any majority partial split. Assume on the contrary that T has a plenary split A|B that is incompatible with a majority partial split C|D. Consider any input tree t that displays C|D. Observe that no tree in t can contain the split A|B. Therefore, A|B is not a majority plenary split in any representative selection R = (T 1 , . . . , T k ) and thus cannot be in T, the majorityrule consensus tree of R. This contradicts the fact that A|B is in T. Hence, any optimal candidate tree T is compatible with any majority partial split.
Because the majority-rule (+) supertree is the strict consensus of all optimal candidate trees, it must be compatible with any majority partial split.
Proof of Theorem 3 (Answer to Conjecture CW3) Majority-rule (−) supertrees.- Figure 4 shows an example of a profile P = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 ) whose majority-rule (−) supertree (found by exhaustive search over all trees with leaf set {r, a, b, c, d}) is t 1 (or t 2 ). Note that t 1 contains a split ab|rcd that is incompatible with t 3 , t 4 , and t 5 , which constitute a majority of the input trees.
Majority-rule (+), majority-rule (+) g , and majority-rule (+) s supertrees.-For concreteness, we consider only majority-rule (+) trees; the other 2 cases can be handled similarly. Consider any split A|B in the majority-rule (+) supertree. By definition, A|B must be in every optimal candidate tree. Moreover, A|B is in the majority of the expanded binary trees that form the representative selection. Thus, A|B is compatible with the majority of the input trees. Proof of Theorem 4 (Answer to Conjecture CW4) Majority-rule (−) supertrees.-Assume by way of contradiction that the majority-rule (−) supertree T * for profile P has a split A|B that does not entail any input tree full split. Because T * is the strict consensus of the median (−) supertrees, A|B must be in every median (−) supertree for P. Let T be such a median (−) supertree. We show below that there exists another median (−) supertree T that does not contain A|B. This gives us the desired contradiction because it implies that T * cannot contain A|B.
Let T be the tree that is obtained from T by contracting the edge corresponding to A|B. By assumption, A|B does not entail a full split in t i , for i = 1, . . . , k. Hence,
However, as T is a median (−) supertree, dist(T , P) ≥ dist(T, P). Therefore, dist(T , P)=dist(T, P), and T must be a median (−) supertree that does not contain A|B.
Majority-rule (+) supertrees.-The example in Figure 5 shows that a plenary split in the majority-rule (+) supertree may not necessarily entail any input tree full split. Figure 5a shows a profile P = (t 1 , t 2 ), where t 1 has 1 nontrivial split, abc|rd, and t 2 has 1 nontrivial split, abd|rc. Using exhaustive enumeration of all possible refinements of t 1 and t 2 , we found that there is only 1 representative selection R = (T 1 , T 2 ), shown in Figure 5b , whose majority-rule consensus tree achieves the minimum score of 2. The optimal candidate supertree, which is also the majority-rule (+) supertree, is shown in Figure 5c . Observe that the plenary split ab|rcd in the majority-rule (+) supertree does not entail a full split in either t 1 or t 2 .
Note that all input trees in the above example have the same leaf set. Thus, the example shows that conjecture CW4 fails to hold even for the special case of the consensus problem. In fact, as shown in Figure 6 , CW4 also fails when the taxon overlap between input trees is incomplete. Figure 6a shows 2 input trees, t 1 with leaf set L 1 = {a, b, c, d, e, r}, and t 2 , with leaf set L 2 = {a, b, c, d, r}. There are exactly 2 representative selections that lead to optimal candidate trees, both with a median score of 2. Figure 6b ,c shows these representative selections, followed by the corresponding optimal candidate trees. The majority-rule (+) supertree (Fig. 6d) has a plenary split ab|rcde that does not entail either abc|rde or abd|rc, the full splits of the input trees.
Majority-rule (+) g and majority-rule (+) s supertrees.-Let T * be the majority-rule (+) g supertree or the majorityrule (+) s supertree for profile P. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that T * has a split A|B that does not entail any input tree full split. Because T * is the strict consensus of the optimal candidate trees, A|B must be in every optimal candidate tree for P. Let T be such an optimal candidate tree, corresponding to some representative selection R = (T 1 , . . . , T k ). We show below that there exists another optimal candidate tree T , corresponding to representative selection R = (T 1 , . . . , T k ), that does not contain A|B. This gives us the desired contradiction because it implies that T * cannot contain A|B.
FIGURE 6. Counterexample 2 to conjecture CW4 for majority-rule (+) supertrees. a) A profile. b) Representative selection 1, followed by the optimal candidate tree. c) Representative selection 2, followed by the optimal candidate tree. d) The majority-rule (+) supertree for the profile.
Tree T must have an edge whose removal splits T into a subtree with leaf set A and a subtree with leaf set B. Because we are assuming that A|B is in the optimal candidate tree T, it must be in the majority of the trees in the representative selection R = (T 1 , . . . , T k ) corresponding to T. From R we construct another representative selection R = (T 1 , . . . , T k ), whose candidate tree is T , by doing the following for i = 1, . . . , k.
(i) If A|B is not a split of T i , then let T i = T i .
(ii) If A|B is a split of T i , then let T i be the result of contracting the edge in T i that divides its leaf set into A and B.
We first verify that R is a legal representative selection. To do this we need to check that, for each i, T i belongs to t i g or t i s , as appropriate. This is clearly true when T i = T i , as in Case (i) above. Thus, suppose T i was obtained as in Case (ii), by contracting an edge in T i . By assumption, split A|B does not entail any full split in input tree t i . Thus, if T i contains an edge that induces a split A|B, this edge must have resulted from refinement of some polytomy in t i (which is only possible if T i ∈ t i s ) or else the leaf set of t i is completely contained in either A or B. In either case, if T i was in t i s (respectively, t i g ), then T i is in t i s (respectively, t i g ). Thus, R is a legal representative selection.
Note that, for each i, T i contains every split in T i except A|B. Because R and R have the same plenary splits, except for A|B, it must be the case that T , as the majority-rule consensus tree of R , has the same splits as T except for A|B.
We claim that T is also an optimal candidate tree. Note that, for each i, dist(T , T i )= dist(T, T i )−1 if T i does not display A|B, and dist(T , T i )= dist(T, T i ) if T i displays A|B. Hence, dist(T , R ) ≤ dist(T, R). However, as T is an optimal candidate tree, dist(T , R ) ≥ dist(T, R). Therefore, dist(T , R )= dist(T, R), and T must be an optimal candidate tree that does not contain A|B. Thus, T * cannot contain A|B, a contradiction.
Remark.-The proof that majority-rule (+) g and majority-rule (+) s supertrees satisfy CW4 fails for majority-rule (+) trees because, for the latter, all trees in the span t of a tree t must be binary. Indeed, in the above proof for majority-rule (+) g and majority-rule (+) s supertrees, when the edge that separates A and B is contracted in T i , the resulting tree T i is no longer binary and, thus, T i is not in t i . Hence, the resulting representative selection R is not legal for the majority-rule (+) case.
